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Administrative Tasks Initials:

* Review and adjust employee work schedule and notify them by phone of adjustments
* If the employees have not worked for several days, prepare "practice" sessions to help in getting them ready for the 

impending busy days.
* Check all secondary containters for correct labeling
* Discuss the "Game Plan" for the impending busier days with your key personnel
* Store Inspection Checklist
* Have all employees call in at specific times during the day that are not at the location
* Set up interviews and training new hire employees
* Review claims log
* Schedule training meetings
* Remove terminated employees from computer and send in forms to Jim
* Employee evaluations

Equipment Checks Initials:

* Check inventory of towels in storage and buy some if necessary
* Run a test car and check machinery thoroughly
* Check chain for slack and missing cotter pins
* Increase the number of towels and dressing bottles for the impending busier days
* Check all foot valves
* Clean out vacuum lines, bucket, and bags and check that all included equipment is in good working order
* Check prep guns, wheel brite guns
* Check extractors and clean
* Check all prep brushes for good working condition
* Check all cloth and clean when necessary

Miscellaneous Cleaning Initials:

* Wash towels with 1 cup vinegar then rewash again
* Scrub all arches, walls, floors, and Unimac
* Clean/scrub porch and vacuum area
* Clean pit front and back and underneath chain
* Clean and organize equipment, chemicals and storage rooms
* All trash picked up on lot and yards
* All weeds out of flower beds
* Detail lobby, bathrooms, and cashier area if lobby needs to be mopped
* Clean trash cans and pressure wash. Include lobby trash cans
* Clean detail carts and prep carts
* Clean windows - inside and outside
* Clean merchandise & surrounding areas

Rainy Day Manager Checklist
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